Home Affordable
Modification Program
Policies and Procedures Manual

Policies and procedures herein apply generally to loans subserviced by Franklin Credit Management
Corporation, and are integrated with client-specific guidelines where applicable.
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1.0 MISSION
The goal of the Home Affordable Modification Program at Franklin Credit Management
Corporation is to expedite the Federal government’s efforts to ensure that borrowers in
or verging on financial hardship are given every opportunity to retain their homes
through loan modifications that do not result in future default. Toward this end, prompt
review of borrower Home Affordable Modification Program applications and accurate
dissection of borrower financials are essential.
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2.0 OVERVIEW
On September 11, 2009, Franklin Credit Management Corporation was accepted as a
participating mortgage servicer in the U.S. Treasury’s Home Affordable Modification
Program (“HAMP”) for first-lien mortgage loans that are not owned or guaranteed by
Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. This servicing status is also referred to as a “non-GSE
servicer”—that is, Franklin Credit Management Corporation may service only NonGoverment-Sponsored Entities.
HAMP is designed to give eligible borrowers an opportunity to avoid foreclosure through
affordable and sustainable loan modifications made in accordance with HAMP
guidelines, procedures, directives, and requirements.
HAMP opportunities are not extended to a client’s borrowers until the client authorizes
Franklin Credit Management Corporation to extend same. Thereafter, if a borrower is not
eligible for HAMP, Franklin Credit Management Corporation may, on behalf of the
client, consider other loss mitigation options that are appropriate for the borrower.

AN INCENTIVE-DRIVEN PROGRAM
To ensure worthy borrowers are encouraged to enter into HAMP modifications and
uphold those modifications, HAMP provides mortagee, mortgagor, and mortgage servicer
alike with incentives (Exhibit A).

Borrower Incentives
Aside from a more manageable monthly first mortgage payment, borrowers are
encouraged to keep their HAMP-modified loan current. Borrowers whose monthly
mortgage payment (principal, interest, taxes, all related property insurance and
homeowner's or condominium association fees, but excluding mortgage insurance) is
reduced through the HAMP by six percent or more and who make timely monthly
payments earn an annual "pay for performance" principal balance reduction payment
equal to the lesser of: (i) $1,000 ($83.33/month), or (ii) one-half of the reduction in the
borrower's annualized monthly payment for each month a timely payment is made.
The principal balance reduction is applied to the borrower’s account in accordance with
government-issued compensation procedures posted on the hmpadmin.com Web site.
A borrower can earn the right to receive a "pay for performance" principal balance
reduction payment for payments made during the first five years following execution of
the Agreement provided the loan continues to be in good standing as of the date the
payment is made. The "pay for performance" principal balance reduction payment will
accrue monthly but will be applied annually for each of the five years in which this
incentive payment accrues, prior to the first payment due date after the anniversary of the
month in which the Trial Period Plan was executed.
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This payment will be paid to Franklin Credit Management Corporation to be applied first
towards reducing the interest bearing Unpaid Balance (UPB) on the mortgage loan, and
then to any principal forbearance amount (if applicable).
Borrower incentive payments do not accrue during the Trial Period; however, on the first
month of the modification, the borrower will accrue incentive payments equal to the
number of months in the trial period.
If and when the loan ceases to be in good standing, the borrower will cease to be eligible
for any further incentive payments after that time, even if the borrower subsequently
cures his or her delinquency. The borrower will lose his or her right to any accrued
incentive compensation when the loan ceases to be in good standing.

Client Incentives
If the target monthly mortgage payment ratio is achieved, investors in Non-GSE
mortgages are entitled to payment reduction cost share compensation.
This compensation equals one-half of the dollar difference between the borrower's
monthly payment under the modification at the target monthly mortgage payment ratio
and the lesser of (i) what the borrower's monthly payment would be at a 38 percent
monthly mortgage payment ratio; or (ii) the borrower's pre-modification monthly
payment.
Payment reduction cost share compensation shall accrue monthly as the borrower makes
each payment so long as the loan is in good standing as defined in these guidelines. This
compensation will be provided for up to five years or until the loan is paid off, whichever
is earlier.
Additionally, investors will receive a one-time incentive of $1,500 for each agreement
executed with a borrower who was current prior to the start of his or her Trial Period
Plan. The one-time incentive also is conditional upon at least a six percent reduction in
the borrower's monthly mortgage payment.
Investor incentives are remitted to the client in accordance with government-issued
compensation procedures posted on the hmpadmin.com Web site.

Mortgage Servicer Incentives
Franklin Credit Management Corporation itself receives a one-time incentive payment of
$1,000 for each loan modified in accordance with HAMP. To encourage modification
terms that will assist the borrower for the long-term, this payment is held back until the
borrower successfully completes a trial modification period of at least three or four
months. An additional one-time payment of $500 is made if the borrower is current at the
start of the modification trial period, but facing imminent default. Should a borrower
remain in good standing on his payments under HAMP, Franklin Credit Management
Corporation could earn an additional fee of up to $1,000 per year for each of the
modification’s first three years.
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3.0 DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY
Once HAMP is authorized by a client, Franklin Credit Management Corporation
Customer Service, Collections Agents, Loss Mitigation Negotiators, and Recovery
Agents may pre-qualify borrowers for HAMP—should a borrower not qualify for
HAMP, the Agent may consider the borrower for other client-approved loss mitigation
programs.

BASIC LOAN REQUIREMENTS
To be pre-qualified for the HAMP program, the following basic loan requirements must
be met:
•

Loan must be a first lien and must have originated prior to January 1, 2009.

•

The subject property must be a residential, 1-4 unit structure that is occupied by
the borrower.

•

The unpaid balance on the loan must currently be $729,750 or less for a one-unit
property, $934,200 for a two-unit property, $1,129,250 for a three-unit property,
and $1,403,400 for a four-unit property.

•

The loan must have an escrow account for taxes and insurance. If one does not
already exist, an escrow account will be set up by the Escrow Department.

•

The loan cannot have been previously enrolled in a Trial or Official HAMP
program.

BORROWER FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
Further, the borrower must meet the following financial requirements:
•

Loans 60+ days delinquent with legitimate financial hardship qualify.

•

If loan is less than 60 days delinquent, borrower may qualify if finances indicate
likely imminent default (basis for this decision must be documented).

•

Current PITI (Principal, Interest, Taxes, Insurance) costs, which the Agent may
obtain over the phone, must exceed 31% of the borrower’s gross monthly income.
In making the calculation, the Agent should include flood insurance and
homeowners association (HOA) or other condominium fees. The Agent should
not include mortgage insurance or subordinate liens in calculating the borrower’s
PITI/gross monthly income ratio.

•

The borrower’s total monthly gross expenses should not exceed 55% of the
borrower’s monthly gross income. If it does, a Trial HAMP Modification may be
initiated, but Franklin Credit Management Corporation must send a HAMP
Counseling Letter (Exhibit B) requiring the borrower to work with a HUDapproved counselor. The borrower or counselor will need to advise Franklin
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Credit Management Corporation in writing that the counselor has been consulted
before the borrower’s Official HAMP Modification can initiated.
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4.0 SOLICITATION OF BORROWERS
HAMP solicitation letters and/or documentation request packages are sent out following
two events:
•

A borrower requests and pre-qualifies for HAMP modification consideration from
an Agent.

•

The company’s Interlinq Loan Servicing account information system (ILS)
generates a monthly report of loans that have become 60 days delinquent and
whose property and loan characteristics meet HAMP eligibility requirements. A
solicitation letter is sent to these borrowers.

The borrower is generally given thirty (30) days to respond to the correspondence
indicating intent to apply for the modification. If the loan is currently in foreclosure,
foreclosure proceedings are suspended for thirty (30) days or, depending upon the state,
postponed to accommodate the borrower as best as possible. However, these courtesies
may not be extended to a borrower in foreclosure who is applying for a second or
subsequent time.

ACCOUNTS PRE-QUALIFIED BY AN AGENT
Once a Customer Service, Collections, Loss Mitigation, or Recovery professional has
determined that a borrower is eligible to apply for a HAMP modification, the Agent:
•

Documents all of his or her discussion with the borrower in the account
Comments fields in the Collections module of ILS.

•

Goes into the ILS account for the borrower and, using the Task Tracking screen,
creates a new HAMP account project.

•

Completes two tasks in ILS: “HAMP Doc Request Letter” and “HAMP
Financials & Hardship Updated”.

Thereafter the Processor will generate a Solicitation Packet (Exhibit B) for mailing, as
outlined in the Obtaining Borrower Documents (Financials and Executions) section
below.

ACCOUNTS PRE-QUALIFIED BY ILS
•

Each day, HAMP Processors run a report in ILS Task Tracking that identifies
borrower accounts that may now qualify for HAMP consideration and that have
not yet been extended a HAMP solicitation.

•

For each account, a HAMP Processor initiates the ILS task, “HAMP Doc Request
Letter”.

•

Solicitation Packets (Exhibit B) are sent out automatically to the accounts.

•

The processor completes the task “HAMP Doc Request Letter Sent”.
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OBTAINING BORROWER DOCUMENTS (FINANCIALS AND EXECUTIONS)
Every HAMP project introduced by either method above appears in ILS task tracking
reports that Processors run daily. Processor activities then include:
•

For accounts that have prequalified by Agents for HAMP, a Processor completes
the task “HAMP Doc Request Letter Sent”.

•

When HAMP documentation is returned within 30 days, a Processor completes a
Processor Checklist (Exhibit C) to ensure all required documents are present.
If required documents are missing from the package, the Processor will:
o Call the borrower and advise him or her to mail the missing items within
the next 10 business days. A Missing Documentation Letter (Exhibit D) is
also sent.
o Use this opportunity to re-request certain missing documents that are not
required:


Proof of homeowner’s insurance.



Proof of flood insurance, if the Escrow Department determines the
property is in a flood zone.



A copy of the borrower’s most recent tax bill if Franklin Credit
Management Corporation does not already maintain an associated
escrow account.

o Document the contact by inserting a standard comment—“HAMP
Information”—into the account’s Comments field in ILS.
•

Once all required documents have been received, the Processor will complete the
task “HAMP Doc Request Letter Received”.

•

For accounts that were solicited based upon ILS account screening (and not
prequalified by Agents), the Processor will complete the HAMP Financial &
Hardship Updated task.
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5.0 UNDERWRITER’S REVIEW OF APPLICATION
HAMP applications come to the attention of HAMP Underwriters via an ILS report
generated that includes accounts that have completed the “HAMP Doc Request Letter
Received” task.
An Underwriter will subsequently:
•

Order an Automated Valuation Model (AVM) property review and complete the
ILS task, “AVM Ordered”.

•

Order a credit report and complete the ILS task, “HAMP Credit Report Ordered”.

•

Consulting an Underwriter’s Checklist (Exhibit E), calculate the borrower’s :
o Total monthly income.
o Current Debt-to-Income ratio (DTI).
o Total Debt Ratio (TDR). This is the sum of the new monthly payment plus
monthly credit-related debt, vs. income. Household or daycare expenses
are not considered in the TDR.

•

With the calculations complete, complete the ILS task, “HAMP UW Review”.

•

Submit the loan’s information to “Waterfall Analysis” (described in detail below),
then complete the ILS task, “HAMP Waterfall Analysis”

•

Submit the loan information to the Net Present Value (NPV) module (described in
greater detail below), then complete the ILS task, “HAMP NPV Analysis”.

•

If NPV Analysis results are positive, provide the file to the Processor to prepare
the trial modification documents and complete the “HAMP Trial Plan Pkg
Approved” task in ILS.

•

Review the Trial Modification Agreement documents (Exhibit F).

•

If the NPV results are negative, request the Servicing Division Director confirm
that the process should not proceed, in which case:
o The Underwriter advises a Processor to prepare a HAMP Non-Approval
Notification (Exhibit G).
o The Underwriter must review client-approved Loss Mitigation programs
for which the account might be eligible.

Underwriters must also monitor loans that are in the three-month trial period phase.
Details may be found in the Trial Period Modification Plan section below.

THE WATERFALL ANALYSIS
Franklin Credit Management Corporation has created a “Waterfall Analysis” spreadsheet
template based on the training and recommendations of Fannie Mae. The Excel
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spreadsheet contains input fields that are necessary to run the Waterfall calculations.
These fields are completed by the HAMP Underwriter. Fannie Mae requires these steps
be followed in the exact order stated:
1.

2.

3.

Reduce the interest rate down by .125% increments to a minimum of 2.00%
until the PITIA (the “A” denotes an escrow shortage) is as close to 31% as
possible, without being less than 31% nor exceeding 31.99%. If the rate is 2%
and the PITIA still exceeds 31%, continue to Step 2.
Extend the term by one-month increments to a maximum of 480 months until
the PITIA is as close to 31% as possible, without being less than 31% nor
exceeding 31.99%. If the rate is 2% and the PITIA still exceeds 31%, continue
to Step 3.
Forbear the loan amount by $500 increments until the PITIA is as close to 31%
as possible, without being less than 31%, nor exceeding 31.99%.

Once the Waterfall Analysis complete, the Underwriter has the new terms for the loan
modification. The Underwriter completes the ILS task of “HAMP Waterfall Analysis”.
The loan then is ready to be run through Fannie Mae’s NPV Model.

THE NPV MODEL
All loans that meet HAMP eligibility criteria are required to be evaluated using Fannie
Mae’s standardized NPV test that compares the NPV result for a modification to the NPV
result for no modification.
The Underwriter runs all loans that have completed the Waterfall Analysis through the
NPV Model. The NPV Model is available via the HAMP Web site, which can only be
accessed with a secured sign-in at https://www.hmpadmin.com/portal/login.jsp.
The model returns a result of “Positive” or “Negative” for each loan submitted.
If the NPV result for the modification scenario is greater than the NPV result for the no
modification scenario, the result is deemed “Positive” and Franklin Credit Management
Corporation must offer the modification. The loan is assigned to a processor to create a
Trial Period Modification Package.
If the NPV result for no modification is greater than the NPV result for the modification
scenario, the modification result is deemed “Negative” and the loan is given to the Loss
Mitigation Manager for review. If a HAMP modification is not appropriate (e.g., the only
way for the borrower to qualify is to offer an absurdly impossible forbearance amount to
be paid at loan’s end), Franklin Credit Management Corporation considers the borrower
for other foreclosure prevention options, including alternate client-approved modification
programs.

THE TRIAL PERIOD MODIFICATION PLAN
If a trial period modification plan is offered, the borrower will be put on a trial payment
period for three to four months. The borrower must make the estimated, modified
mortgage trial payments every 30 calendar days for the duration of the trial period. If the
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borrower defaults during the trial period, the HAMP modification is withdrawn and the
borrower will not be permitted to reapply for HAMP consideration.
To effect a Trial Modification Plan:
•

The Processor creates the document package by inputting the information into a
vendor Web site.

•

The Processor prints the required documents and submits them to a manager for
review prior to mailing to the borrower.

•

The borrower must return within 30 days with all documents signed and his or her
first modified payment to acknowledge acceptance of the Trial Modification.

•

All borrower payments received are sent to the Payment Processing Group.
Funds received are deposited into a suspense account (a.k.a., “unapplied”) until
sufficient funds are received to post a regular (pre-HAMP) payment.

•

Underwriters are notified by Payment Processing of each trial period payment
received by Payment Processing via e-mail. If a payment is correct, the
Underwriter will complete the appropriate ILS task: either “HAMP Trial Plan
Pymt #1 Recd”, “HAMP Trial Plan Pymt #2 Recd”, or “HAMP Trial Plan Pymt
#3 Recd”.

THE OFFICIAL MODIFICATION PLAN
Once the borrower successfully completes the trial period, the Official Modification Plan
documentation is sent for signatures.
The processor creates the document package by inputting the information into the vendor
Web site.
A Processor prints the documents and submits them for review by a Manager prior to
mailing. The borrower must return all documents signed in order to allow the
modification of the loan in the servicing system.
The return of the completed, executed Official Modification documentation triggers the
actual modification of the loan in ILS.
Prior to the Official HAMP Modification being prepared, an updated Waterfall must be
completed by the Underwriter to determine the final figures.

RETENTION
Once the Official Modification documentation has been received and the modification
has been incorporated, the documentation is archived in ILS. The original documents are
sent to the Document Management unit in Customer Service for retention. All HAMP
documentation must be retained for at least seven (7) years from the date of collection.
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RECORDING
In addition, HAMP Processors consult the HMPadmin.com Web portal for the list of a
handful of states and counties that currently require HAMP modifications be recorded in
their jurisdiction’s tax offices. It is the Processor’s responsibility to e-mail the
Satisfactions Unit in Customer Service whenever a HAMP modification requires a local
recording.
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6.0 HAMP REPORTING
The U.S. Treasury’s HAMP program requires monthly reporting throughout the life of
the loan modification.
There are two reports that Franklin Credit Management Corporation provides to the
Federal National Mortgage association (FNMA, a.k.a., “Fannie Mae”), the government
agency responsible for administering HAMP on behalf of the U.S. treasury.
The Monthly 60-day Report (Exhibit H) summarizes those client-authorized loans that
may be eligible for a HAMP modification.
The Weekly Survey (Exhibit I) summarizes HAMP solicitations efforts, as well as Trial
Modification and Official Modification Programs.
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7.0 EXHIBITS
Exhibit A: HAMP Compensation Matrix
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Exhibit B: Solicitation Package
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